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Installation Step 1: Place your foot on
the center of the flat rung and apply
downward pressure while rocking the
handles from side to side. As the device sinks into the ground, make sure
it remains straight from front to back.
In softer soils, the insertion technique
in step 1 will fully sink the base.

Step 2: As the tooth plate engages the ground, move your foot
toward one side of the flat rung.
In a single vigorous motion, push
down on the flat rung while moving the handles toward the side
that your foot is on.

Step 3: Move your foot on the other
side of the flat rung. In one vigorous
motion, push down on the flat rung
while moving the handles toward
the side that your foot is on. Repeat
steps 2 and 3 until the center tooth
plate is sunken and the device appears level from side to side.

Removal: Rock the handles from side to side. When the base feels loose in the ground, start to pull up on the
handles while continuing the rocking motion. Note: Do not exert front to back pressure on the handles when
removing or installing the device. Do not apply tension to the folding top when removing or installing the device.

Avoid serious injury, damage to this device, or other property. Follow the safety precautions below:
-Lightning Hazard: persons and pets must stay away from the Step Stand during threat of lightning storms.
- Avoid using the Step Stand in high winds. Product videos may show the Step Stand tested in severe winds but this
is for the sole purpose of demonstrating the strength of the device and should not be duplicated by the consumer.
-Installation and removal of this device requires some physical exertion (similar to digging with a shovel). Children
and adults with physical disabilities should not attempt to install or remove the device.
-When sunken into the ground the device creates a substantial metal barrier. It should always be positioned a safe
distance away from children at play and the field of play of sporting events (soccer, baseball, other games).
-The tooth plate and outer stakes of the device contain sharp edges similar to garden tools, exercise caution when
handling, storing, and transporting this device, keep out of reach of children.
-Using this device in low density soils, swampy areas, and loose sand should be avoided because they will only provide limited support to the base.
-Small children and pets should always be under supervision when the Step Stand is in use.
-Do not install this device with bare feet, we recommend a supportive shoe that covers the entire foot.
The Step Stand is fully covered by a 1 year warranty and 90 day unconditional satisfaction guarantee.
Distributed by:
We guarantee the Step Stand and all accessory components not to fail for the period of one year. This warranty
Ratchet
Rake LLC
does not apply to accidental damage, misuse, and customer modifications. Legal Notice: The Step Stand is a
25 Westminster Dr.
portable ground anchoring device that provides varying amounts of stability when used in different soil types
and weather conditions. The safe use, storage, and transport of this product is the sole responsibility of the user. Carlisle PA 17013
stepstand.com
We will not assume liability for personal injury, injury to pets, or damage to property that directly or indirectly
results from the use, storage, or transport of this product.

Step Stand Product Information (Table Top)
Connecting Table Top

Plastic Table Top Accessory

Table Bracket

Avoid serious injury, damage to this device,
or other property. Follow these additional
safety steps when using the table top:
-The plastic folding table top has a maximum
weight capacity of 20 pounds. Infants and other
persons should never be placed upon, stand on,
or sit on the table top or handles of the device.
-The plastic folding table top should never be
used to support barbequed grills, stoves, or other heat sources.

Multi-Angle Top

Pull

Position the hole in each of the table brackets over
the corresponding threaded holes in the upright
square posts. Insert (by turning clockwise) the bolts
& washers into the threaded holes. Use a 3/8” or
10mm wrench (not included ) to make the bolts
snug. Note: do not overtighten bolts.

The available table top is
equipped with an index plunger
and a series of corresponding
slots that enable the surface to
be adjusted to multiple angles.
Simply pull the end of the spring
loaded index plunger and move
table top to the desired angle,
then release the index plunger.
Note: The table top mechanism
has a maximum weight limit of 20
pounds.

The Step Stand is fully covered by a 1 year warranty The Step Stand is manufactured by
Ratchet Rake LLC, a leader in the
and 90 day unconditional satisfaction guarantee.
We guarantee the Step Stand and all accessory components not to fail for the
period of one year. This warranty does not apply to accidental damage, misuse,
and customer modifications. Legal Notice: The Step Stand is a portable ground
anchoring device that provides varying amounts of stability when used in different soil types and weather conditions. The safe use, storage, and transport of
this product is the sole responsibility of the user. We will not assume liability for
personal injury, injury to pets, or damage to property that directly or indirectly
results from the use, storage, or transport of this product.
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